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Oh, oh, oh
Just my luck that you walked right in my life at a time
when it was a-going so right
Now I'm walking all 'round so confused
What should I do
This can't be true
I though I had it all figured out
I had my girl
But now I have doubts
See I've never felt like this way about her
Oh
It never felt so right
Should we let it flow girl
Oh
Should we fight
Yeah

(Chorus)
Since I laid eyes on you everything's been automatic
I can't control myself
Sorry to be so dramatic
Is this a big mistake
Guess it's a risk I'll take
I'm not sorry to say that I got it for you (Repeat 1x)

What would you do if you were in my place
I'm scared that I might go and misbehave
I really don't want to break any hearts
But this is going too far
Tell me how you feel and what I should do
Cause I can come over and hang out with you

You got to know and I got to know
That this is real
It never felt so right
Should we let it flow girl (let it flow girl)
Oh
Should we fight

(Chorus)
Since I laid eyes on you
Everything's been automatic
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I can't control myself (myself)
Sorry to be so dramatic (oh, oh)
Is this a big mistake (woo)
Guess it's a risk I'll take (risk I'll take)
I'm not sorry to say that I got it for you

Since I laid eyes on you everything's been automatic
(everything's)
I can't control myself
Sorry to be so dramatic (Sorry to be so dramatic)
Is this a big mistake (a-ey)
Guess it's a risk I'll take
I'm not sorry to say that I got it for you

Baby take a chance on me
Show you want this to be
I know there ain't no guarantees
This here is true (this here is true)
I really got it for you

(Chorus)
Since I laid eyes on you (oh)
Everything's been automatic
I can't control myself (I can't control myself)
Is this a big mistake
Guess it's a risk I'll take (oh, risk I'll take)
I'm not sorry to say (I)
That I got for you
Since I laid eyes on you everything's been automatic
I can't control myself (I can't, yea, yea)
Sorry to be so dramatic
Is this a big mistake (ugh)
Guess it's a risk I'll take (I'll take)
I'm not sorry to say that I got it for you

Since I laid eyes on you everything's been automatic
I can't control myself (I can't control myself, yea, yea)
Sorry to be so dramatic
Is this a big mistake
Guess it's a risk I'll take (risk I'll take)
I'm not sorry to say that I got it for you (sorry to say)
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